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What I like about Metrum's kick envelope is that you can tweek its tightness using the Sustain knob in the bank switch menus. Many of the functional presets just do this, but if you delve into the options screen you'll find there's a lot more. Metrum's elastic (dubstep-style) snares are another highlight. In fact, Metrum has far more options for the snare than the other drums, so there are six banks
of controls for the snare plus a whole bank for the volume and pan settings. You could always combine your existing synths, samples and effects to create custom kick drums, of course. We cobbled something like this in Ableton Live using Groups, and while it worked and sounded passable, we have to admit that it wasn't half as quick and easy as Metrum and the results weren't as good. Metrum

doesn't force you to go analog for hands-on tweaking. There's no delete feature (therefore, no need to save presets, because delete activates a macro), no option to drag your assigned knob across a parameter and move it, and no auto-rotating audio meters. Instead, you have a number of handy auxiliary tools to help with tracking your ideas in an intuitive way - including pattern highlighting
(see below), a sequencer that tracks the envelope/attenuation (see screenshots on a linked page), a matrix to help you build complex EQ, VCA and volume setups, a waveform inspector, keyboard-chord and step sequencer. If you're after more than one chain (or chains), you can achieve the same in Metrum by linking them into a chain itself. The way it works is that you select a layer (or layers)

and add the relative input and output MU's, which are disabled by default. Then double-click the pattern (or patterns) to assign the clip. Finally, click the strip icon (the square with four little blocks) and you're instantly presented with preset options. You can even rotate it 180 degrees to configure it for a stereo setup, such as doubling the sample at the second position.
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Pack Metrum - Metrum is a powerful and versatile synthesizer. This high-end keyboard instrument is for producers that need the best possible sounds. You can create the most intoxicating sounds using only a keyboard. 12 different sound categories. 100 presets and more! High-end
keyboard instrument for producers and sound designers. As a musician, perhaps you need more than a synthesizer. Maybe you simply need a new instrument in your studio or on stage. Metrum will be a new experience for you. 12 categories of sound. If youre in the music industry, you
may be looking for something more than just a keyboard instrument. Thats why you need Metrum. Metrum is a powerful and versatile synthesizer. This high-end keyboard instrument is for producers that need the best possible sounds. You can create the most intoxicating sounds using
only a keyboard. Free software for all operating systems. You can even use it on Android Phones and Tablets. If youre a musician, perhaps you need more than a synthesizer. Maybe you simply need a new instrument in your studio or on stage. Metrum will be a new experience for you.
12 categories of sound. If youre in the music industry, you may be looking for something more than just a keyboard instrument. Fully customizable instrument, absolutely huge sounding, and yet so simple to use. Perfect for cleaning up a tune that's making the rounds on YouTube right

now. Given its relatively recent release, we'd imagine Metrum will see a number of updates, although we also expect it to be listed in the Vengeance-Sound catalogue from here on in. Metrum is a worthy addition to the Vengeance-Sound line-up and a clear step forward in terms of
versatility of functions. Vengeance-Sound's impressive pedigree in the host-controlled effects arena means that it's less of a question of 'how good can this software be' than it is of 'how much good can this software be in a different field?' 5ec8ef588b
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